History of Little Haiti

Although known as Lemon City, prior to the Magnolia Sweet Lemon Trees that grew to the area, this vibrant neighborhood was known as eastern Blue. Many establishments in the area now cater to the Haitian culture and are located on the main road and are distinguished by their bright colors. Lemon City is now a neighborhood that was officially located on the city of Miami in 1958. It became known as the Little Haiti area and hosted various non-profit organizations during the American period. The neighborhood was known for its diversity, and it was a place where people from different backgrounds came together. The neighborhood is not an incorporated city but rather a neighborhood that was officially recognized in 1958. The neighborhood has since evolved into a cultural center in Miami's arts community, with small businesses like record stores, bars, and restaurants creating their own atmosphere within the already distinct Little Haiti neighborhood.

Sounds of Little Haiti

Sounds of Little Haiti is an evening of fun and entertainment for the whole family! Beautiful art, great food, and live music is always available.

Neighborhood Map

For more information regarding Little Haiti and general events happening in the city, please visit miamiandbeaches.com | visitlittlehaiti.com

Welcome to Little Haiti

The Miami Trolley is a free service provided by the city of Miami.

Hours of Operation

Weekdays: 5:30 AM to 8:00 PM
Saturday: 5:30 AM to 8:00 PM
Sunday: 5:30 AM to 8:00 PM